
Celebrating 40 years
of innovation

Breaking ground together for Ideon Science Park.
 Gun Hellsvik, Nils Hörjel and Nils Stjernquist at Pålsjö ängar 1983



Ideon Science Park has the power to lead innovation. To power sharp minds. To inspire entrepreneurs. To change the World.
Please join us in or 40th Anniversary events. Together we'll celebrate the changemakers and innovators carrying us forward with

a mission to change the world to a better place. 
 

The Value of our Collaboration

COMMUNITY
Partnership with Ideon Science Park provides opportunities to showcase you and your brand to ideal audience. Ours is highly
qualified students and professionals from universities in our region, researchers, employees in the tech industry and leaders in
the innovation eco system. 
Every day we meet people embracing a way of life that puts health, a sustainable climate and human rights in front, making us
optimistic about the future.
Today Ideon have 400 companies and more than 10.000 people in our community.

IMPACT
Nothing has more impact than shared values in brand partnerships. Ideon Science Park is committed to bringing corporate
partners the distinct value of our passionate community of prominent researchers, inspiring entrepreneurs, curious students 

Ideon has been fostering innovation since 1983 and have supported ground breaking innovations like Bluetooth, Proviva, Oatly,
the first network surveillance camera , biometric security solutions, Digital Diagnostics support with AI, Face recognition
technology, the invisible helmet, Robotic medical aid to name a few.

NETWORK
Being part of our network gives you the opportunity to meet the unexpected partner, investor or customer. It´s in the meeting
with diversified teams we see new innovations being born. And no matter who you are, most of the smartest people work for
someone else in accordance with Joy’s Law.

OUR COLLECTIVE POTENTIAL
Ideon Science Park is through our networks and community changing the world for the better by turning bold ideas into reality
and taking the lead in co-creating the world's best innovation ecosystem.   
We also believe that corporate engagement has the potential to tangibly increase brand engagement, enabling employees to be
part of something bigger than themselves. This results in repeated business and long-term customer loyalty.



40 years in 40 days

IDEON HISTORY

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

PEOPLE & MEETINGS

FUTURE INNOVATION AREAS

2023 we will celebrate Ideons 40 years of success together with you. With
the accomplished researchers, driven entrepreneurs, curious students and
engaged individuals who has shaped and still shape the Idea of Ideon.

In these activities we wish to highlight the people and the companies who are a

part of Ideons history. Storytelling about the Innovations from Ideon Science Park

and their development.

Strong entrepreneurs and researchers who have made Ideon to what it is today.

Creating opportunities through collaboration for people to meet in insightful

encounters in: round table talks, matchmaking and sharp minds sessions.

What do the entrepreneurs of the future look like? 

How can we support and promote a growing environment that creates more

entrepreneurs? During the year, stories and insights will be shared about inspiring

journeys from the past, present and future.

What are the new coming research areas that we will see in the future, based on the

research that Lund University is famous for today? During 2023 we will spot trends

and look forward and see what the future holds.

2023
JAN DEC



Sponsorship 
– and how to engage
This is our idea. We would love to meet your requirements to create best possible value.

Gold 150.000

Premier logo placement & link on anniversary digital platform
Title sponsor naming rights on virtual event platform
Recognition & logo on all events Ideon 40 
Recognition in Ideon Newsletter
Recognition in Ideon 40 special Newsletters (4)
Inclusion in event’s social media promotion 
Opportunity to address speakers in the events program.
Opportunity to host event in collaboration with Ideon team
Opportunity to be part in program at events Ideon 40

Shareable stories of your company in Ideon media 
6 Tickets to Anniversary Party and 50% discount on additional tickets. 
Be part of stage program at Anniversary Party

BRAND VISIBILITY

BENEFITS

SILVER 50.000

Logo placement & link on anniversary digital platform
Recognition & logo on all events Ideon 40 
Recognition in Ideon Newsletter
Inclusion in event’s social media promotion 

3 Tickets to Anniversary Party and 30% discount on additional tickets. 

BRAND VISIBILITY

BENEFITS

BRONZE 15.000

Logo placement & link on anniversary digital platform
Recognition & logo on all events Ideon 40
Recognition in Ideon Newsletter

1 Ticket to Anniversary Party and 20% discount on additional tickets. 

BRAND VISIBILITY

BENEFITS



Activities

Good Morning Ideon (JANUARY-December)
Wake up and join us for our weekly open network, designed for growing your network, sharing good

ideas and getting the latest news and inspiration from local industry leaders and professionals. Open

for everyone with a sharp, open and entrepreneurial mind.

Ideon Sharp Minds Sessions (mAY & nOVEMBER)
No entrepreneur starts their business journey knowing everything. It truly helps to have some hints

from those who have walked the path before to avoid hiccups. In our public series of Sharp Minds

Session we learn from the sharp minds who share their success and failure stories. Sharing is caring.

Ideon Science Talk (FEBRUARY, APRIL, OCTOBER & DECEMBER)
The Ideon Science Talks offers interactive seminars on a wide range of research and scientific topics

related to business value. Interactive discussions, new learnings and cross-industry networking is the

result of this inspiring event series.

Innovation Day (MAY)
Innovation Day is our yearly day for sharing and celebrating ground-breaking innovations from Ideon

Science Park and the Öresund region. The program is packed, from small entrepreneurs with big ideas,

to established companies with a passion for changing the world for a better tomorrow. 

Anniversary Party (SEPTEMBER 29)
The party of the year! In September we will arrange Ideon birthday party with all of you who has made

Ideon Science Park to what it is today, a vibrant environment, where more than 10 000 sharp minds

and 400 companies meet every day to develop the future. 

This will be a night to remember, so be there!

possibilities 
Matchmaking Corporate – startups
Startup collaboration is one of the keys to corporate innovation. We offer opportunities for the

corporates and the startups to meet in our community. A possibility for new business models, new

technology and new partnership

Your own event coupled with Ideon 40
Are you looking to do a special event during 2023 and would like for it to be branded and marketed

under Ideon 40? Do you have your own anniversary, a special celebration or event or something totally

different? Let us know and look at the possibility of doing it together.

We have already started to plan the activities for 2023 and we hope you will join!



to activate and stimulate contacts between the business community and the
university, and in particular to actively bring current science and technology to the
business community.

to promote a continuous exchange of information between the university, industry
and administration.

contribute to educational, research and development activities.

Ideon Science Park became Sweden's first research village in 1983. The development of
Ideon came as a result of the 1970s restructuring of the Skåne business community. There
was a strong need to create conditions for new industries, and inspiration was taken from
similar initiatives in the US and the UK. Ideon was founded on the strong basis of a
collaboration between Lund University, Malmöhus County and Lund Municipality. 
In 2023 Ideon celebrates successful 40 years

The brand and Idea of Ideon was set in the SUN foundation, protecting it for the future.
Established in 1982 by Lund University, Länsstyrelsen Skåne and the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Southern Sweden in 1982 the foundation was founded with the purpose of
promoting cooperation between various bodies within the University:

Ideon in a nutshell

This is still what we do, everyday at Ideon Science Park.



Ideon Science Park 
in numbers

400+

10.000

1983

Companies located in the science park

People working at the companies in the science park

Was the year Ideon Science Park was 
founded. 2023 Ideon is celebrating 
40 years of fostering innovation.



40 years ago when it all started...


